
Winning the Round
As soon as a character has 10 "Power Up" or a "Power Up Plus" cards in his trail he/she has 
become all powerful, destroys the other characters competing against him, and wins the Round. 
The player who controls this character gets to hold on to the Character Card, whilst the Character 
Cards that competed with him/her in this round, take no further part in the Game. The Action 
Cards are shuffled and new Characters are chosen and the next round begins as before.

Winning the Game
When you run out of Character Cards you are out of the game. The last person with any 
surviving Character Cards wins the Game outright and becomes the Shadow-Master of the 
Earth. Yeah!

Item Cards
If you turn up an Item Card place it to the left of the Character Card. You have now equipped 
your character. The rules on this card now apply to your character. 

Losing Item Cards
There are a few ways to lose you items but often they are lost in combat. If another character 
beats you in combat and reduces your Power Ups to zero, they can steal any or all of your 
Item Cards from you.

Combat
If you pick up a Duel Card you may opt to enter combat with an opponent character. The 
opponent can refuse and discard one "Power Up" or "Power Up Plus" from his trait. If the fight 
is on, you work it out like this…

You roll the Dice; add any modifiers, (like Item Cards modifiers,) and also add 1 for every 
3 "Power Up" or "Power Up Plus" cards you possess.
                                                                Vs.
Your opponent rolls the Dice; add any modifiers, (like Item  Cards,) and also add 1 for every 
3 "Power Up" or "Power Up Plus" cards your opponent possess.

If it's a draw - nothing happens, otherwise the looser looses all his/her "Power Up" and 
"Power Up Plus" cards. Also the winner can steal any Item Cards from the looser, and place 
them to the right of his own Character Card.

After this, play continues as normal.

The One Weapon Rule. 
You can't use more than one " weapon " type item at the same time, 
(eg. You can't use the modifiers for a sword, a dagger, and   a gun at the same time, 
you have to choose one.)

Any questions or feedback please email Maverix@MorienJones. com

Have fun and watch out for expansions to the game!


